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1 Introduction

Over the years, governments have developed various types of taxation. Some of them are primarily implemented in order to gain revenue, others (also) aim to stimulate more environmental-friendly behaviour or aim to raise funds for development goals.

Many aspects of aviation are currently not taxed, although the sector denies that this results in a low tax burden (see for example IATA, 2005). Regardless of this debate, this study will consider two types of taxes that aviation has mostly been relieved/excluded from:

- Consumption/sales taxes, also called Value added tax (VAT) in the EU. With rates of up to 27% (Hungary), it is levied on the consumption of goods and services in most countries around the world. There is no VAT issued on international airline tickets in EU Member States. However, some Member States charge VAT on domestic air travel.
- Fuel tax. This is an exercise duty on the sale of fuel. Fuel taxes on road transportation are mandatory within EU, while taxes on international aviation are not allowed under various bilateral agreements and under Council Directive 2003/96/EC of 27 October 2003 restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity.

Subsequently, the question is what the public revenue would be if VAT or a fuel tax would be (fully) introduced in the aviation sector in the EU, i.e. what is the estimated revenue shortfall in Europe at the moment?

In the next two sections, we calculate these figures and find a shortfall estimated at € 7.1 billion for VAT on total airline revenues and € 20 to € 32 billion for fuel taxes per year. In case 20% VAT would be issued on jet fuel consumption, tax revenues would additionally increase by a minimum of € 10 billion yearly. However, where VAT was imposed on all inputs and outputs in the aviation industry this would not be additional but rather could be deducted by the airlines against the VAT receipts from airline tickets.

Please note that these results should be interpreted as rough estimates. In our simplified approach we assume that the current situation in the aviation sector is unchanged after a tax is introduced (except for existing taxation schemes that might be altered in response). This is also called the ‘ceteris paribus’ assumption. In fact, behaviour is expected to change due to the introduction of a tax as airline ticket prices will presumably increase. Demand will thus decrease to a certain degree, i.e. the tax base will diminish. More extensive research on price elasticity and other relevant factors is needed in order to come up with more detailed analyses and more precise revenue estimates. This falls outside the scope of this note.

\[\text{Jet Fuel is the fuel most widely used in aviation, both to power jets and turboprops. Very small aircraft such as recreational aircraft sometimes use aviation gasoline (Avgas).}\]


2 Estimations

2.1 Value added tax (VAT)

VAT is levied at each stage of the lifecycle of services and products. The tax base is the value added in that particular stage. It is computed as revenue minus expenses, also known as ‘operational profit’. In the current case, however, we are interested in the total amount of VAT that would be paid by the aviation sector. Therefore, it suffices to know the total revenues of the airlines\(^2\). Then, we need to know which part is leisure passenger based spending. Freight transport and business passenger expenditure is not relevant here as input VAT payments would be deductible (or partially deductible) for companies.

The total revenue of system-wide global commercial airlines is € 517 billion of which € 412 billion concerns passenger transport (IATA, 2013)\(^3\). Since European aviation accounts for approximately 30% of the world market\(^4\) and roughly half of passenger transport revenues is leisure\(^5\), the total turnover that would be subject to VAT is nearly € 62 billion annually. When we assume an average VAT\(^6\) of 20%, the tax revenue (ceteris paribus) would be € 12.4 billion.

However, the shortfall in European public revenues is less than € 12.4 billion as VAT is being charged on domestic air travel in some countries (among which Germany, France, Italy and Spain) and several large aviation-specific taxes are imposed in some countries. In the event that VAT was imposed on aviation across the EU, it would be likely that these taxes would be abolished or reduced as a number of them are imposed partially in response to the lack of VAT in the industry. Therefore it could be argued that the revenue from these taxes should be deducted from the revenue shortfall calculated here.

We arrive at a required deduction of € 5.5 billion:

- IATA (2006) estimated that EU VAT receipts from domestic air travel totalled € 965 million in 2004\(^7\). If we assume that this tax burden grows proportional to EU 27 aviation turnover growth, the VAT burden for airlines is estimated to be nearly € 1.1 billion in 2011\(^8\).
- Available ticket tax revenue estimates are (CE Delft et al., 2012):
  - the Air Passenger Duty (APD) in the UK: € 2.98 billion (2011);
  - the Solidarity tax in France: € 173 million (2012);
  - the Luftverkehrsteuer in Germany: € 905 million (2011);

\(^2\) The expenses of airlines are revenues for their suppliers, whose expenses are then revenues for their suppliers, etc.
\(^3\) Exchange rate of 1,30 is used.
\(^4\) In 2009 total turnover of aviation in EU 27 was € 111 billion (EC, 2012) whereas world revenues accounted for € 362 billion (IATA, 2013). This implicates a market share of 30%. It is assumed that this figure holds for both passenger as freight transport 2012.
\(^5\) Data on US passengers (Travel horizons, 2009) and forecasts made by Boston Consulting Group on global spending on business vs. leisure in 2020 (Press Release March, 18, 2013).
\(^6\) This is a conservative figure for average VAT across the EU as only 5 Member States have a VAT rate below 20% (Germany at 19%, France at 19.6%, Malta at 18%, Cyprus at 18% and Luxembourg at 15%) while 16 Member States have a VAT rate above 20%.
\(^7\) In IATA (2006) no specification of these VAT revenues is given. To our knowledge no VAT is levied on jet fuel, although some countries levy VAT on aviation gasoline.
\(^8\) Turnover by air transport in EU 27 was € 95,534 million in 2004 (EC, 2006) and € 111,662 million in 2009 (EC, 2012). This is a growth of 16.9%.
- the Flugabgabe in Austria: € 59 million (2011);
These figures sum up to € 4.2 billion.

Thus to find the final figure for the yearly VAT shortfall in the EU, we subtract this € 5.3 billion domestic VAT and ticket taxes from the overall € 12.4 billion with the result being € 7.1 billion.

2.2 Fuel tax

A fuel tax on kerosene would be based on the usage of this fuel in cubic metres (m$^3$). Therefore total energy consumption figures, given in megaton of oil equivalent (mtoe), must be converted to m$^3$.

In 2011, EU 27 energy consumption was 44.5 mtoe for international aviation and 6.0 mtoe for domestic aviation. Total use of aviation fuel is thus 50.5 mtoe (Eurostat, 2013). Since 1 toe represents 11.63 MWh, the total energy content used is 587 GWh. When we consider the energy efficiency of an average jet (A1), which is 9,600 kWh/m$^3$, it follows that the total fuel uplifted in the EU is 61,196,818 m$^3$.

If the existing EU minimum kerosene tax of € 330 per m$^3$ would be applied on all fuel use$^9$, the tax bonus would be almost € 20 billion. When the EU 2011 average petrol/diesel tax of € 530 per m$^3$ would be applied (CE Delft, 2013), the tax bonus rises to over € 32 billion per year.

When VAT would be charged on jet fuel, this tax would be based on the average price of jet fuel. In 2011, this price is € 97.14 per barrel (IATA, 2013b). Given an average European jet fuel consumption of 1.4 million barrels per day$^{10}$ (EIA, 2013), total expenses on jet fuel would be € 50 billion per year. When we assume an average VAT of 20%, the tax revenue (ceteris paribus) would be € 10 billion per year. In case VAT is raised on the average fuel price plus the above mentioned fuel tax/excise (adding up to yearly € 20-32 billion), VAT revenues would rise to € 14-16.5 billion.

3 Conclusion

If the EU decided to introduce VAT on air travel in all countries or fuel taxation in the aviation sector, it would raise tax revenues of billions of Euros per year:
- Assuming an average 20% VAT and an abolishment of other aviation taxes, additional revenues are estimated to be € 7.1 billion.
- Assuming a fuel tax of € 330-530 per m$^3$, revenue estimates amount € 20 to € 32 billion.

$^9$ Currently, there is a mandatory tax exemption for aircraft fuel. However there are provisions in the 2003 Directive which allow Member States to tax aviation fuel for domestic flights and, by means of bilateral agreements, fuel used for intra-Community flights. In such cases, Member States may apply a level of taxation below the minimum level set out in this Directive (EC, 2013).

$^{10}$ Kerosene and naphta-type jet fuel included.
Assuming an average 20% VAT on jet fuel, revenues are estimated to be €10 billion (based on current fuel prices) up to €14-16.5 billion (prices plus fuel tax). However, where VAT was imposed on all inputs and outputs in the aviation industry this would not be additional but rather could be deducted by the airlines against the VAT receipts from airline tickets. Note that these figures only hold ‘ceteris paribus’ (see Introduction).
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